2020 SOURCES: Exploratory visualization and analysis of high resolution GPS
data across California
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Abstract

Methodology

As part of the 2020 SOURCES program our team forayed into the Nevada
Geodetic Laboratory’s high frequency 5-minute GPS dataset spanning
2013-2017. This dataset, over 350 GB and 20 million separate files, has
remained underutilized and difficult to access due to its large size and dispersed
organization. By packaging these files into a more accessible dataset and
performing exploratory analyses, we sought to illuminate how this data can be
used to learn about crustal motions. Subsets of the dataset from the Western
United States were organized and packaged into parquet files by taking
advantage of Dask's parallel CPU processing in order to maximize the limited
memory capacity of commonly used computers. We then normalized and
interpolated the displacement data onto a regular grid across Southern
California to produce exploratory animated visualizations. For exploratory
purposes we also investigated the viability of a dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD) of the data with the goal of finding low dimensional representation of
large-scale deformation features. With the Python scripts we authored, users
are able to plot the three-component time series for a given GPS station,
interpolate displacements onto a regular grid in a given region, and animate the
evolution of the displacements over a given time interval. Our initial application
of DMD to the time series indicates that, although DMD is ideal for
time-dependent observational data, the complexity of underlying features may
indicate that the underlying features cannot be effectively characterized using
harmonic and decaying modes alone. Packaging the dataset in parquet files will
make the dataset more accessible for sophisticated data analysis within the
rapidly proliferating Python language, as opposed to the niche languages that
similar analyses are currently being done on. Additional analyses are needed in
order to determine the viability of a dynamic mode decomposition for revealing
patterns in the data.

➔ Package the data into a manageable structure using parallel computing
➔ Interpolate the data onto a regular grid across Southern California
◆ Linear interpolation of grid points inside the convex hull of the data points
◆ Nearest-neighbor interpolation for grid points outside the convex hull
➔ Plot at each time step to produce an animation
➔ Apply DMD to the regular grid interpolation using PyDMD Python package
◆ Do a variance reduction calculation to determine sufficient number of
singular values to use

Results

Dynamic Mode Decomposition
➔ Efforts to develop low dimensional representations of GPS spatially variable
time series have utilized orthogonal representations based on principal
component analysis (PCA) (Ji and Herring, 2013; Kositsky and Avouac, 2010;
Savage and Svarc, 2010)
➔ Here we similarly seek a low dimensional representation or the data using
DMD, which focuses on the isolation of modes that either decay in time or
have a fixed frequency of oscillation (Schmid, 2010)
➔ Like PCA, the number of modes necessary to represent the data at a given
level of resolution is represented by the ranking and decay of the
eigenvalues. Here we use this technique to decompose time-dependent
images of the 5-minute GPS data

Data Packaging
➔ Subsets of data were extracted and packaged as binary columnar data in
parquet files
➔ Code written that generalizes this packaging method for any subset
➔ Dask uses parallel processing to conserve memory use

Visualizations
➔ Animations of ~1 week of data generated
➔ Normalizing the displacements at each station filtered out displacements of
low magnitude
➔ Known earthquakes (> M5) were not reflected in visualizations

★ Approximately 100 singular values are
needed to achieve an accurate
representation of the data
★ DMD may not be viable for this dataset
due its lack of compressibility

Figure 4: Visualization of the percentage of representation achieved
as more singular values are used

Data
➔ Over 20+ million separate KENV files amounting to 350+ GB
➔ High resolution: GPS displacement measurements every 5 minutes
➔ Scope: 2013-2017, stations span the globe

three panel time series
of displacements for
single station

Figure 2: Three panel time series showing displacements for site
P261 (38.153 , -122.218).

Figure 5: Comparison of original data with data reconstructed by
DMD using the first 10 singular values.

Summary/Conclusion
With the use of fairly simple scripts it is possible to leverage python’s
data analysis libraries to selectively process significant amounts of GPS
data.
● Python scripts: https://github.com/brendanjmeade/rapid_gps
● Data: http://geodesy.unr.edu/
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